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A theorem of Howe [4] asserts that the absolute value of the character of 
a Weil representation of Sp,,(iF,) on any element g is q(“2)dimKer(R-‘) where 
F, is a finite field with q elements (for 4 odd). Then Gerardin [3], 
investigating fully the Weil representation of Sg,,(F,), gave in most cases the 
value of the character of this representation and reduced in some cases the 
computation of the value of the character to that of a quadratic Gaussian 
sum. 
In this paper, using an explicit parametrization of conjugacy classes, we 
shall give the value of the character of Weil representations of Sp,,(iF,), 
CSpZn(lFq), Sp,,(F,) x O;(iF,) and CSp,,(F,) x CO&(F,). For the definition 
of the Weil representation of Sp,,(F,), we shall follow the definition in [3]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we shall consider the 
conjugacy classes in the conformal symplectic groups CSp,,(F,) and 
conformal orthogonal groups CO&,(F,) and recall the corresponding results 
about the symplectic groups Sp,,(F,) and orthogonal groups Oz(F,). The 
investigations of this section are fully used in subsequent sections. 
In Section 2, we first give the values of the character of the Weif represen- 
tation of Sp,,(F,) by using the results from Section 1. In this proof, a 
definition of exceptional unipotent elements, due to Lusztig [5], plays a 
central role. We then give a definition of a Weil representation of C.Sp,,(F,) 
acting on a space of complex functions on a certain finite set and we 
consider the character of this representation. It is then shown that this 
representation is isomorphic to the induced representation of any Weil 
representation of Sp,,(F,). We also give the number of irreducible 
components of this representation and their character values. 
In Section 3, we treat the characters of the Weil representations of 
CSp,,(F,) X CO&,(lF,) and Sp,,(lF,) X Oz(F,), which are regarded as 
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subgroups of C@,,,(F,) and Sp,,,(F,), respectively. This situation (for 
Sp,,(F,) x Ok) has been considered by Srinivasan 1121 who used it to 
study the decom~sition of Weil representations and to write the uniform 
part of the corresponding character as an integral linear combination of 
Deligne-Lusztig characters. Also Yoshida [ 151 has calculated several values 
of the character to show the correspondence of R&(Sp,,(F,)) and 
R~,(SO;JF,)), where r, is a Coxeter torus, via a Weil representation. The 
main result of this paper has been announced in [lo]. 
Some Notations 
For any commutative ring A with an identity element, we denote by A ’ 
the multiplicative group consisting of the units in A. 
IF4 is a finite field with q elements, where q is odd throughout this paper. 
A homomorphism w  from the additive group ff, to the multiplicative 
group C ’ is called a character of F,, and if < E ff ,“, I$ is the character of iF, 
defined by I&V) = w(&) for q E IF,. 
Let n be a positive (nonzero) integer. A partition A of n is a sequence 
(a , ,*-*1 a,) of positive integers such that a, >a2 > ... >a, > 0 and 
a, + ..’ + a, = n. The ai are called the parts of I and we write ~~(2) for the 
number of parts of 1 which are equal to j > 1. Then we have n =I: E>, jn,(,l) 
and we write 
IAl=n and r(~) 5= 121 nj(~). 
j=t 
We allow the empty set 0 to be a partition and we accordingly write 
I0I=O. 
If G is a finite group and x,, x2 are general complex characters of G, we 
write 
where 1 G 1 denotes the order of G. 
1. CONJUGACY CLASSES IN c@,,(F,) AND CO&#F,) 
1.1. In the work of Wall f 141, we can find a classification of conjugacy 
classes in Sp,,(F,) and Oz(F,). 
A method used in [ 1 l] by Springer and Steinberg, a special case of which 
is treated in Milnor IS], gives another approach to this problem. 
The method in (I 1 ] can be used also to find the conjugacy classes of 
CSp,,(ff,) and CO&,(iF,) and in this section we shall follow this method. 
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We also remark that a proposition of Lusztig [7] already gives the 
generating functions of numbers of conjugacy classes in CSp,,(F,) and 
CO&‘(F,) (however, no proof is given for these formulas). 
1.2. Let V be an N-dimensional vector space over F, equipped with a 
nondegenerate, s-symmetric, bilinear form ( , ): V X I’+ ff 4, so that 
(x3 Y> = E(Y7 x> (4 Y E n 
where E = 1 or -1. 
Let G be the subgroup of CL(V) consisting of all similitudes with respect 
to the form ( , ). Thus 
& is called the multiplier of g. Clearly the map g b r& is a homomorphism 
from G to IF:. In particular if E = -1 we write G = C.Sp( v) or CSpJ IFJ, 
and if E = 1 we write G = CO*(V) or COi( F,), where the sign * indicates 
that the quadratic form associated to ( , ) is split (+) or nonsplit (-). 
As the following lemma shows, we may assume that N is even. 
1.3. LEMMA. If dim V is odd and E = 1, then & E Ff ’ for g E G, and G 
is isomorphic to SO(V) x F$ Z, where we denote by Z the identity on V and 
by SO(V) the special orthogonal group. 
Proof. If S is the matrix of the bilinear form ( , ) with respect to some 
basis of V, we have the matrix equation 
Taking the determinant of both sides, we get & E lFc2, from which it follows 
immediately that G g SO(V) x F,XZ. 
1.4. Let g E G be fixed throughout this section. We write < = <, and we 
denote by A = A(g) the IF,-algebra of linear tranformations of V generated 
by g, so that A is isomorphic to F,[T]/(J(T)) where f(7’) is the minimum 
polynomial of g. 
Since (gx, y) = (x, < . g- ‘y) (x, y E V), r . g-r has the same minimum 
polynomial as g. So there exists a unique automorphism u of the algebra A 
such that u(g) = r g-’ and we can easily verify that o is an involution. 
Let ~(7) = Cf= o aiT’ be a manic polynomial in F,[T] with a, # 0. We 
define its “dual” polynomial $(T) with respect to <, as follows: 
q”(T) = i (q,‘r’) T”-‘. 
i-0 
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If there is no fear of confusion, we write simply Q-(T) = q?‘(T). Then we have 
a4s>> = @j(g) 0%. (1.4.1) 
It is well known from elementary linear algebra that if V,,,, is the q(T)- 
primary subspace for each manic irreducible factor (p(T) of f(T), that is 
V m(T) = {v E V ] q( g)i u = 0 for large i}, then as a vector space V is a direct 
sum of subspaces Vc(TI. 
1.5. LEMMA. Let p,(T) and q,(T) be manic irreducible factors off(T). 
Then K,vm and Vmw are mutually orthogonal unless (pz( T) = q-,(T). 
Moreover zf q(T) is “self-dual,” i.e., p(T) = p(T), then there is an orthogonal 
direct decomposition Vi @ Vt 0 ‘. @ Y, of VqcT, such that Va is a free- 
F, [ T]/(q$ T)‘)-module. 
The first assertion is immediately deduced from (1.4.1). For the second 
assertion, we use elementary divisor theory and [ 14, Lemma 1.4.61 (see also 
[8, Sect. 31). 
According to the above lemma, it suffices to consider the following three 
cases (the reason to divide Case 1 from Case 2 is explained by Lemma 1.6ii 
to follow): 
Case 1. f(r)=q(T)*, with q(T)=T*<, whenever c=<iEff,X* and 
~(7’) = T2 - < whenever r @ F,” *. 
Case 2. f (7’) = q@)“‘, with (o(T) = q(7) a manic irreducible polynomial 
and q(T) does not divide T* - <. 
Case 3. f(T) = @P(T) Gv?Y~ where ~(7’) is a manic irreducible 
polynomial such that ~(7’) # g(T). 
1.6. LEMMA. (i) There exists an F,-linearfunction I on A such that the 
symmetric bilinear function (a, b) N l(ab) on A x A is nondegenerate. For 
any such 1 there exists 01~ E A with l(a(a)) = l(a,a). 
(ii) In Cases 2 or 3, we may take 1 such that a0 = 1. In ‘Case 1, we 
may ussume that a,, = (-l)“-‘. (Cf. [ 11, IV, 2.41). 
1.7. Instead of giving a general proof of (1.6), we shall give explicitly the 
function 1 for each case, and hereafter 1 will be thus fixed (since the 
symmetric forms (h) which will be associated to the conjugacy class of g 
will depend on 1). 
In Cases 1 and 2, the following investigation is important. Let g = g, g, 
be the Jordan decomposition of g with g, (resp. g,) the semisimple (resp. 
unipotent) part of g. Then g,, g, E A ’ n G, and the minimum polynomial 
of g, is ~(7’). So the subalgebra K of A generated by g, is a field which is 
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isomorphic to F,[T]/(q(T)). Thus A is also a K-algebra, and V a K-vecor 
space. 
Now we first consider Case 1. If cp( 7’) = T - &, , we put 
71= (g - &,)(g + &,)I. Then { 1, rc, x2,..., nrnP’} forms an IF,-basis of A and 
a(n) = -7L 
We define 
(1.7.1) 
If q(T) = T* - CJ, we put rr=g-‘q(g). Then {n’gi,Ii=O,l,..., m-l, 
j= 0, 1) forms an if,-basis of A and u(n) = --x. 
We define 
(1.7.2) 
where we denote by t the canonical image of g, in K. 
Next we construct the function 1 in Case 2. First we note the following fact 
which can be proved without difficulty. 
1.7.3. LEMMA. Let q(T) = Cf=‘=, a,T’ be a manic irreducible polynomial 
as in Case 2. Then d is even and <“I’ = a,. 
So if we put rc = g-d’2q(g), we have a(n) = 7~. In this case 
(n’g’,/i=O, l,..., m- 1, j=O, l,..., d - 1 } forms an If,-basis of A and we 
define 
(1.7.4) 
where t is the canonical image of g, in K. Then it is easy to verify that 1 so 
defined satisfies the requirements of (1.6). 
1.8. Using I defined above and regarding V as an A-module, we can 
show that there exists a unique nondegenerate o-sesquilinear form F, 
F: V x V+ A, such that 
(ax, Y) = Wlx, Y)> (aE A) (1.8.1) 
and 
F(x, Y) = &a0 G’(y, xl>, (1.8.2) 
where a,, is the coefficient determined in (1.6). F is called a nondegenerate 
&a,-hermitian form on V x V. 
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1.9. Let F, F’ be nondegenerate, a-hermitian (a = * 1) forms on V x V, 
F, F’: V x V + A. Then we say that F and F’ are quasi-equivalent if there 
exists an element g’ E GL( v) such that F( g’x, g’y) = qRcF’(x, y) (x, y E V) 
with un, E /FE. If we can take g,, = 1, F and F’ are called, as usual, 
equivalent. 
Let g, g’ be two elements of G which are conjugate in GL(V). Therefore 
there exists F,-isomorphism r: A(g) --f A( g’) such that r(g) = g’ . We take 
1: A(g) -+ F, with the properties of (1.6) and put 1’ = 1 o t-‘. Using 1 and I’, 
we define nondegenerate a-hermitian forms F and F’ respectively by (1.8.1). 
Then we can see that g and g’ are conjugate in G if and only if r o F and F’ 
are quasi-equivalent (cf. [ 11 I). 
Moreover the centralizer of g in G is given by 
Z,(g)={g’EGL(V)JF(g’x, g’y)=yF(x,y)forsomerEff,X}. 
Now we consider the quasi-equivalence of these forms. It is sufficient to 
consider the three cases above separately. But in Case 3, it is easily proven 
that two such forms are always equivalent. 
1.10. Now we consider Cases 1 and 2. As the uniqueness of Jordan 
decomposition shows, we have a( g,) = 5g;’ and cr induces an automorphism 
of K which is trivial in Case 1 and nontrivial in Case 2. Clearly K can be 
identified with A/7L4. Let vi= {VE Vpl=O} and wi= 
Vi/(Vi- 1 + z(Vi+ 1)) (0 < i < m). Then Wi is a K-vector space and we can 
define a a-sesquilinear form hi: Wi X Wi -+ K as follows: for x, y E Vi, let f, 
jj be their canonical images in Wi, then we define 
hi@, j) = a (mod 71/1), (aEA), 
where F(x, y) = R m-ia. Then it turns out that hi is a nondegenerate u- 
sesquilinear form on W, x W, such that 
hi(x,y) = (-l)mPiahi(y, x) in Case 1 (1.10.1) 
and 
hl(X, y) = CYU(hi(y, X)) in Case 2. (1.10.2) 
Let hi (i = l,..., m) be the corresponding forms associated to F’. 
1.11. PROPOSITION. F and F’ are quasi-equivalent if and only if” hi and 
ahi are equivalent for 0 < i < m, with some v E IF:. 
We omit the proof. (Cf. [ 14, Theorem 2.2.11 and [ 11, 2.131). 
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1.12. We notice that so far we have not used the property of F, 
essentially, except for the fact that TrKliq # 0 for a finite extension field K of 
IF 4’ 
Now we shall fully use the properties of finite fields. It is well known that, 
if d is nontrivial, any two nondegenerate a,-hermitian (ai = fl) (T- 
sesquilinear forms hi (i = 1, 2): W x W-1 K are equivalent. So in Cases 2 
and 3, the Jordan form of g completely determines the conjugacy class of g. 
In Case 1, if (o(T) = T2 - <, then K = Fq2 and we know that ‘Fz c F$2. So 
in this case, quasi-equivalence means nothing else than equivalence, and 
(hi)i= ,,...,m, completely determines the conjugacy class of g, where hi is a 
nondegenerate, (-l)‘- I e-symmetric, F,z-bilinear form such that 
dimFg V= 2(Ci i rank, hi). 
In the same way, if q(T)= T-r,,, (hi)i,l,...,,,, with hi nondegenerate 
(-1)” e-symmetric, IF,-bilinear form such that dimTq V= xi irankflo hi, 
determine the conjugacy class of g. But notice that in this case (hi)i=, ,,,,,m, 
and (Yhi)i,l,....m, with YE Ef, correspond to the same conjugacy class. 
1.13. Conversely in the symplectic case, E = -1, given any “invariant” 
(Jordan forms in Cases 2 and 3, (hi) in Case 1), we can construct an element 
g E G which has this “invariant.” But in the orthogonal case, E = 1, a 
relation between this “invariant” and the orginal form ( , ) must be satisfied. 
We shall discuss it after some preparation in (1.14) and (1.15). 
1.14. We denote by P’“(lFq) the ring of Witt classes of nondegenerate 
symmetric IF,-bilinear forms. If S is a nondegenerate symmetric if,-bilinear 
form on V x I’, then we denote by [S] the Witt class of S and by d(S) the 
discriminant of S (which is determined modulo IF:‘), so that d(S) z 
det S(xi, xj) (mod IF,X’) for any basis (xi} of I’. 
If n = dim V, then (-l)n(n-1)‘2 d(S) depends only on the class IS]. Let c 
be the map E: ZP‘(Fq) + (1, -l} defined by 
49 = ( 
C-1) n(n- ‘)‘2 48 
EC2 b 
where ( /F,) denotes the Legendre symbol, so that for x E IF:, (x/IF,) = 1 if 
xE [Ff’, and (x/F,)=-1 ifx& F, . X2 This map E will play an important role 
in the subsequent sections. Let 6 be the dimension homomorphism 
6: ZqF,) -+ (0, I} such that S([S]) = rank S (mod 2). Then E and 6 
completely describe 5V(F,). In particular let w  be the element of F (F,) 
which is defined by E(W) = -1 and 6(w) = 0. The class w  is represented by 
the norm map of the quadratic extension F,z (cf. [ 16, Chap. 21). 
1.15. Let V’ be an F,r-vector space, and h a nondegenerate symmetric 
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F,rbilinear form on I” x v’. Let V be the E,-vector space whose underlying 
space is V’. 
Then we denote by Tr, 42,,, 4(h) (or simply by Tr(h), if there is no doubt of 
ambiguity), the nondegenerate IF,-bilinear form on VX V, defined by 
Tr~42,1cq(4(~9 Y> = Trtsyno 0 h(x, Y) (x, Y E V’). (1.151) 
1.15.2. Remark. In general if k is a field and K is a finite Galois 
extension of k, then Tr,,, induces an additive homomorphism 
Tr,,,: WV) -, UP>, 
which is easily verified, using a normal basis of K and the dual normal basis 
with respect to Tr,,, . 
1.16. To investigate the relation with the original form ( , ), denoted S, 
we may assume that V is a free A-module. Then it is easy to prove that in 
Case 3 we have [S] = 0. Recall that in Cases 1 and 2, A E k[T]/(9(T))m. 
Then it is also easy to show that in Case 1 with 9(T) = T f &, , if m is even, 
we have [S] = 0. 
1.17. LEMMA. Under the assumption of (1.16), we have 
(i> [S] = [(-l)cm-‘)‘2 h,], for 9 = T f & and m odd, 
(4 [Sl = [Tr(h,)], jior9= T2-<, 
and 
(iii) [S] = m(rank, I’) w, in Case 2. 
Proof. In these cases, we can take an A-basis {e, ,..., e,} of I’ such that 
I;(e,, ej) = Jijci with ci E A ’ and 6, is Kronecker’s 6 (cf. [ 11, IV, 2.181). 
Furthermore it is easy to prove that if c(c) = c (c E A “) then there is b E A ’ 
such that c E K “(bu(b)). This is done using the K-basis of A explained in 1.7 
(cf. [ 11, 2.171). Therefore, we may assume that ci E KX (i = l,..., r), and so 
F(ei, ei) = h,(e,, ei) = Ci. 
Thus for the ff,-basis {n’gie,]i=O,l,..., m-l; j=O,l,..., d-l; k= 
1 ,**-, r}, we have 
S(nig’ee,, d’g”e,,) = (dg’,e,, d’&e,,) 
= l(7rig$7(ni’g”) F(e,, ekt)) 
= l(?r’g’,a(n”~‘) c,cs,*,,). 
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SO if (o(T) = T f lo and m is odd, we have A(S) = A(h,) and rank S = mr, 
rank h, = r; and if ~(7’) = T2 - r, 
A(S) = t”NormIFq2,1Fq (A(h)), 
rank S = 2mr and rank h = r. 
On the other hand, we have 
and 
AUW)) = r’ NOrmfi42,1Fq(A(h)) 
rank Tr(h) = 2r. 
From this, (i) and (ii) are deduced. 
We keep the notations in (1.7). If ~(7’) is in Case 2, we have 
where 
S~SO@“‘@SO) mr copies, 
Su= (Tr,,Fq(tiu(tj)))“<i,j(d--l. 
Therefore 
A(S,) = det TrKiE4(tia(ti)) 
= (d(d-1)‘2 det TrKIIFq(ti-j) 
= (-1) d(d-I)/2 cd&W NOrmK,Fq(t)-(d-l) ,J<, vi - e2. 
By (1.7.3) Norm,,,o(t) = rd”, so putting dKIIFq(f) = ni,, (Pi - t’)‘, we have 
A(&) = (-l)d’d-1)‘2 d&f) 
E (- 1 )d(d- I)” NormKdrq dKIKO(t) (mod F,” 2), 
where K, is the fixed field of u in K and dKIK,(f) = (t - fq(d’2))2 6? K,X2. So the 
required result is obtained. (Cf. also [ 14, Lemma 2.6.11). 
Thus we proved the following theorem. 
1.18. THEOREM. (1) Conjugucy classes in CSp,,(lF,) can be 
parametrized as follows: 
(1.18.1) If r = ci E IF:* (c is the multiplier of this class), 
481/66/l-18 
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where A+, A-, A,, 1, are partitions, (q,(T), q,(T)) runs over all pairs of 
manic irreducible polynomials of F,[T] such that q,(T) # q-,(T), q,(T) # T 
and q. runs over all manic irreducible polynomials of lF,[T] such that 
p,(T) = q?,(T) and q,(T) # Tf &,, T, h& and h; (i= 1,2,...) are 
nondegenerate symmetric F,-bilinear forms such that rank h; = nzi(A+) and 
rank hs = n,&); F,X((h&), (h;)) ex p resses the fact that for a fted set of 
partitions {A’, A-, (A,),, (A,),}, ((yh&), (yh;)), for any y E (Ft, correspond 
to the same conjugacy class. Furthermore 
and 
n,i~,(~t)-n,i~,(l-)-O (mod2) (i = 1, 2,...) 
I Ai / + I A- I + c 2 I )La I deg rp, + x 1 A0 1 deg ‘p. = 2n. 
a 4 
(1.18.2) If <6L ff;“, then the conjugacy classes having this 6 as 
multiplier are parametrized as follows: 
where 1, A,, A0 are partitions, 9, and ppo have the same meaning as in 
(1.18.1) and h2i (i = 1, 2,...) are nondegenerate symmetric Fd-bilinear forms 
such that rank h2i = n2i(A). Moreover 
and 
n*i-l(A) e 0 (mod 2) (i = 1, 2,...) 
a 4 
(2) Conjugacy classes in COt#,) can be parametrized as follows: 
(1.18.3) Zf c$f= <; E IF;*, then the conjugacy classes having < as 
multiplier can be written as follows: 
where p+, ,t”-, ,u,, ps are partitions and for IJI, and ‘p. we keep the notations 
as in (1.18.1); h&-, and h&, (j= 1, 2,...) are nondegenerate symmetric IF,- 
bilinear forms such that rank h$-, = n2j- ,(D’), rank h2j- 1 = nzjP ,(t-) and 
o + c [(-lr’-’ h&-J +c [(-ly’-’ h&l, 
i 
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here S represents the original form ( , ). Moreover 




(1.18.4) If <Q IF:*, then the conjugacy classes which have r as 
multiplier can be written as follows: 
here p, ,u,, ps are partitions and for rp, and q. we keep the notations as in 
(1.18.1); h2j-, (j = 1, 2,...) are nondegenerate symmetric IF,*-bilinear forms 
such that rank h,-, = n2j- ,@I) and 
[sl=(.Xl’u) w+C [Tr(h+,)]. 4 J 
Moreover n2j(,u) z 0 (mod 2) (j = 1,2,...) and 
21~l+~22~C1,1degcp,+~l~uBIdegCo,=2~. a 4 
1.19. CO&(F,) has the normal subgroup CO,j;“(F,) of index 2, which is 
defined by CO:;‘(F,) = (g E CO2f,(FJ 1 det g = {i). (Cf. [7, Sect. 61). 
Then the element g E CO&(ff,), whose conjugacy class is given by 
(1.18.3), (resp. (1.18.4)) belongs to CO&+“(F,) if and only if ]P+ ] ~0 
(mod 2), (which is equivalent to I ,u”- ] = 0 (mod 2)) (resp. ] ~1) = 0 (mod 2)). 
Now taking <= 1, it is easy to see the parametrization of conjugacy 
classes in Sp,,(lF,) and Oz(F,). 
1.20. THEOREM (Wall, [ 141). 
(1.20.1) Conjugacy classes in Sp,,(lF,) can be written as follows: 
[ 
(T- l)A+, (T+ l)? n (P,(T) &(T))% n V7#Yn; (G), (Ki) 3 
a B I 
where we keep the same notations and relations as in (1.18.1). 
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(1.20.2) Conjugacy classes in Oi(F,) can be parametrized as follows: 
where we keep the same notations and relations as in (1.18.3) except for the 
fact that we use m instead of 2n and if m is odd OL(lF,) = O;(F,). 
2. THE CHARACTERS OF WEIL REPRESENTATIONS OF 
sP,&) AND CsP,,(F,) 
In this and the next sections for simplicity we shall use the following 
notations. We denote by x,’ the character of F,” onto { 1, -1) and x; the 
charactfl of Ker NormFqylF, = {X E F,$ 1 x9+ 1 = 1) onto {I, -1 }; SO x,’ is 
nothing other than the Legendre symbol, ( /F,). 
For the other notations, we shall keep the same meanings used in 
Section 1. 
2.1. First we recall the definition and properties of a Weil representation 
of Sp,,(ff,), due to Gerardin [3, Sect. 21. 
Let V be a 2n-dimensional IF,-vector space endowed with a nondegenerate 
symplectic for ( , ) and 3 = Z( V, ( , )) be the Heisenberg group associated 
to the symplectic vector space V. Then 3 is a central extension of V by F, 
and the multiplication law in R is given by 
(v, z> (v’, z’) = (v + v’, (v, VI)/2 + z + z’) 
for v, v’ E V and z, z’ E iF,. Then to each nontrivial character y of the 
additive group IF,, we can associate an irreducible representation @r’, w’,“‘) 
of R whose degree is q”. The Weil representation of Sp,,(F,) can be also 
realized on this space I+$“. (Cf. [3] and also (2.14)). We use the same 
notation (pU (V), w’,“‘) to denote the Weil representation of Sp,,(F,) and we 
write x~(YP,~ = Tr pr (“‘I, or in case where the space V considered is clear we 
write simply xw,@. 
Gtrardin [3] also defines the Weil representation pG of GL,(F,) and the 
Weil representation p” of U,(F,), which preserves a nondegenerate skew- 
hermitian form defined over n-dimensional lF,l-vector space. And he shows 
that for any q, 
Tr p”(g) = qKcg), K(g)=dimtgKer(g- 1) (2.1.1) 
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for g E GL,(F,), and 
Tr p”( g) = (-1)” (-q)N(g), N(g) = dimFq, Ker( g - l), (2.1.2) 
for g E U,(F,). 
2.2. This representation of SJQF,) has the following properties. 
(2.2.1) [ 3, 2.51. If V= xi Vi is an orthogonal direct decomposition of 
I’, then the restriction of the Weil representation w’,“’ to the subgroup 
ni @(Vi) is isomorphic to $Ji wti”i). 
(2.2.2) [3,2.6]. Let K be a finite extension of F, and let P be a K-vector 
space endowed with a nondegenerate symplectic form ( , ): We consider P 
as an F,-vector space and we denote by V this vector space and endow it 
with the nondegenerate symplectic form ( , ) such that 
(x3 u> = TrK,s,(x, Y>- for x, y E I? 
Then we can regard Sp(p, ( , )“) as a subgroup of Sp(V, ( , )) and the 
restfiction of the Weil representation I+“$’ to Sp( p, ( , )-) is isomorphic to 
W$“, where @ = w  o TrKIFq. 
(2.2.3) [3, Theorem 2.4~1. Let V = V, @ V- be a Witt decomposition 
of V and G be the stabilizer of V, and V- in Sp( V). Then G = GL( V, ) and 
the restriction of the Weil representation py’ to G is 
Ix,’ 0 det,,] 0 P’. 
(2.2.4) [3, Theorem 3.3a”]. Let V’ be an ifqZ-vector space, ( , ) a 
nondegenerate skew-hermitian form. The underlying F,-vector space of V’, 
denoted V, is endowed with a nondegenerate symplectic form ( , ) such that 
(A Y> = TrllqZ,;q(x, Y). 
The unitary group U = U( V’, ( , )) can be embedded into Q(V) and the 
restriction of the Weil representation of Sp( V) to U is 
[g 0 det,,] 0~‘. 
2.3. By (2.2.1) and the primary decomposition (1.5), to compute the 
value of xw,U( g) it suffices to consider the three cases enumerated in (1.5). 
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Then we have 
Xw,r(gl =x,‘W” if q(T)= T+ 1, 
= g,(s’)“’ in Case 3, (2.3.1) 
= (-g,(s”))“” in Case 2, 
here q’ zz qdeg @CT), n’ = n/deg cp(Z’), s’ is a root of rp and q” = q(1’2)deg“‘(‘), 
n” = 2n/deg q(T), s” is a root of q. In fact, if cp(T) = T + 1 or in Case 3, the 
results folow from [ 3, Theorem 4.9. la]. 
In Case 2, we proceed as follows. Let V’ be the K-vector space with the 
underlying IF,-vector space V. Then (1.8) and (1.9) show that there exists a 
unique nondegenerate skew-hermitian form ( , ) on V’ x V’ such that 
(x2 Y> = TrKIF,,(x, Y> 
and g leaves invariant this form. Since g - s . Z is nilpotent, where s is the 
canonical image of g, in K (so s # l), we have Tr p”( g) = (-1)“” by (2.1.2) 
and hence xw,Jg) = (-1)““-&,,(s”“), where n” = dim, I”’ = dim V/deg ~(7’). 
Thus (2.3.1) is proved. 
2.4. We turn now to the case where f(r) = (T - l)“, that is the 
unipotent case. Let us first recall the definition of non-exceptional unipotent 
elements, due to Lusztig [S, p. 191. 
2.4.1. DEFINITION. Let u be a unipotent element of Sp( V). Then u is 
called non-exceptional if there exists u’ E V such that (U - 1) U’ # 0, 
(U - l)‘= 0 and (u’, (U - 1) u’) = 0. If this condition is not satisfied, u is 
called exceptional. 
2.5. Let u be a non-exceptional unipotent element and let u’ E V be the 
element defined in the definition. Let us define u = (U - 1) u’ and 
V’ = (u)‘/(u), where (u) is th e subspace of V spanned by u and (u)’ is its 
orthogonal space. V’ inherits canonically the symplectic structure of V and u 
induces an element of Sp( I”), denoted by u’. 
We can now state [3, Theorem 4.9.lb] in the following form: 
Tr p:‘(u) = Tr &“‘(u’). (2.51) 
So the problem is reduced to the case where u is exceptional. But the 
classification of exceptonal elements is as follows. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. [5.25]. u is exceptional if and only if u is one of the 
following types: u= 1, u=u, is a symplectic transuection 
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xt+x--~(x,uo)vofir some u,E V, with u,#O, qEF,X; or u=u2 is a 
transformation of the form x~x--,(x,u,)u,--*(x,u,)u, with 
v,, v2 E V, (u,, v2) = 0, u, A vz # 0 and qI, q2 E Fz such that the quadratic 
form v,X: + r12Xz is non-split over F, . 
2.7. LEMMA. Let u, , u2 be the elements defined in (2.6), then we have 
xw,,(l) = qn, 
Xw,&,) =x;c+l> EiF&d-“*, 
xw,&*) =X4+(-w2b?n-1 = -q”-‘3 
where cIFq,* = q - I’* c,, Fy vh’). 
Proof: The first assertion is clear. For u1 and u, , using [3, Theorem 
4.9. lc], we obtain immediately 
Xw,&J’ ,y v4w2) d-l I XEFO I 
and 
Then we only need the well-known facts about quadratic Gaussian sums 




Thus the lemmma is obtained. 
2.8. To extend the results to the non-exceptional elements, we introduce 
the following notation [5, p. 2 11. 
Let u be a unipotent element of Sp(V). Then we define 
j(u, V) = dim Ker(u - 1, v). 
Let ( , ), be the symmetric dilinear form on V x V defined by (x, y), = 
((u - l)(U + 1))’ x, y). Thus ( , ), induces a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form on V/Ker(u - 1). We denote also by ( , ), this form. Let US 
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denote by w(u, V) the Witt class of (( , ),, V/Ker(u - 1)). If there is no fear 
of ambiguity we write simply w(u) to denote w(u, V). 
2.9. LEMMA. We keep the notations as in (2.5). Then we have 
(1) j(u, q = j(d, V’), 
(2) w(u, V) = w(u’, V’). 
This lemma is essentially proved in [5, 221. 
2.10. LEMMA. Let u be a unipotent element of Sp(V). Then we have 
xw,Ju) = &(W(U, V)) q(“*)j(“*y if j(u, V) is even, 
= &(W(U, V)) &:g,clrq(“Z)J’(u*y if j(u, V) is odd. 
(2.10.1) 
Here E: v( F4) + { 1, - 1 } is the function defined in (1.14). Moreover, with 
the notations in (1.20. l), we have 
W(U, V) = JJ [(-l)i-l hii]* (2.10.2) 
Proof. With a little computation we can show that 
d(w(u,, V)) = iq (mod FqX’) 
and 
Then 
d(w(u,, V)) = 43 t12 (mod “9” ‘I. 
ewo42 9 v)) = x,‘(-VI tl2). 
Since the values of j and E completely determine W(U, v), (2.5.1), and 
Lemmas 2.7 and 2.9 give (2.10.1). To prove (2.10.2) we may assume that V 
is a free A-module and using the F,-basis of V, stated in the proof of (1.17), 
we can show without difficulty that if m is odd, then W(U, V) = 0 and if m is 
even, then 
4( 7 ),I = 4hm) (mod F,X*) 
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and 
rank(, ), = (m - 1) r, rank h, = r. 
Therefore we have E(W(U, V)) = E([(-l)(m’2)-’ h,]). 
2.10.3. Remark. If we define (x, y), = (x, (U - l)(u + 1))’ y), we will 
get W(U, V) = Ci [(-l)i h;], and the map a: W(iFJ + { 1, -1) must be 
modified to 
&([S]) =x;((-l)s(‘s’) (-l)n(n-1)‘2d(S)). 
In fact we used this form ( , ), in [lo] and [lo, p. 486, line 3] is to be 
corrected as above. 
Thus we have proved the following theorem. 
2.11. THEOREM. Let g be an element of Sp(V) whose conjugacy class is 
given by (1.20.1). Let us define 
V,={xEV](g-l)‘x=Oforlargei} 
and let u be the restriction of g to V, . The restriction of the symplectic form 
( , ) to V, x V, is nondegenerate and dim V, = ] A+ 1. Moreover we have 
r(A+)= j(,, V,)=dimKer(g- 1) 
and 
&Jg) = &I(U)Xg+(-l)(1’2)‘A-’ n I,‘‘““’ n (-I,)‘““’ x q(“2)r(A+), 
a 
where 
&I(U) = 444 V,)) 
= E(W(& V,)) E’F& 
q, = qdeg VQ) qg = q”/*‘deg rpo and s, (resp. 
2.12. COROLLARY. If (E IF:*, W,,, is isomorphic to W,t and W, @ W,i 
is isomorphic to the canonical representation of Sp( V) on C [ V] so that its 
character is given by g +-+ qdimKer@-‘). Moreover (W,, WOt)sPCy) = 2. 
If r@ “Z’, the character of the representation W, @ W&t is given by 
g t+ F-4) dimKerts-l), and (W,, W&r(,,) = 0. Here we denote by W the 
complex conjugate representation of a representation W. 
4 
if r(R +) is even, 
if r(l ’ ) is odd, 
sa) is a root of p,, (resp. pa). 
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Proof: The assertions except for 
follows immediately from the above theorem. One can find also a proof of 
Pa9 KAW, = 2 in [3, Corollary 4.41, but we shall give here another proof 
treating both assertion of (2.12.1) at the same time. For that purpose, we 
need the following lemma. 
2.12.2 LEMMA. Let C, be the number of elements of g of Sp,,(F,) such 
that g - 1 is nonsingular. Then we have the following formulas. 
I sn I 
6) k~O~2k.C.-k,~k,,~n-k, =I’“/, 
(ii) k (q2k - 1) q2k-‘q2(k-1’2C,-k , s \S;-’ _ , = ) S, 1, 
k=O k n k 
where we define S, = Sp,,(lF,) so that 1 S, I= q”’ n;=, (q2i - 1). 
ProoJ Since, by a theorem of Steinberg [ 131, we know that the number 
of unipotent elements in Sp,,(F,) is q2n2, so (i) is easily deduced from the 
definition of C,. Then noticing ] Sk I= ] Sk-, ] q2k- 1(q2k - l), and using the 
formula (i), we obtain (ii). 
(2.12.3) Now we go back to the proof of 2.12. Let N: be the number of 
unipotent elements u in Sp,,(lF,) such that dim Ker(u - 1) = r. 
Then we see easily that 
A theorem of Lusztig [6, Theorems 3.2 and 3.31 and the theorem of 
Steinberg cited above assert that 
,g, e92r = q2k2 
and 
&‘, N;,_ I q*‘- ’ = (q*k - 1) q*k- Iq*‘k- 1)‘. 
Therefore combining these equations with Lemma 2.12.2 above, we obtain 
(2.12.1). 
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2.13. Since xw,&(-l,) =x:(-l)“, -1, does not belong to Ker pr’. 
Hence we have 
w, = w*.o 0 W&l 
where W,,, (resp. W,,,) is the submodule of W, corresponding to the trivial 
(resp. nontrivial) character of the center ( f 1 y } of Sp( v). 
Then Corollary (2.12) asserts that these two representations, W,,, and 
W 0,1, are irreducible (cf. [3, Corollary 4.41). Moreover we have 
2.13.1. COROLLARY. Let g be an element of Sp,,(F,) whose conjugacy 
class is given by (1.20.1) and xw,c,s (6 = 0, 1) be the character of W,., . 
Then 
x n (+(so))l”“l pw+) 
4 
+ (-l)8 &,(U-)X,I(-l)(“2)‘A1’ nX;*(-s,)‘JJ 
a 




El@*) = &(W(U-t)) if r(A *) is even. 
= E(W(U ‘1) -%IFq,o if r(A *) is odd. 
here w(u*) = xi [(-l)i-’ h;] and the signs f correspond respectively. 
Proof. From the definition of Wdqs, the following equation is easily 
derived: 
Xw,r,sW = fOlW,&d + WY hv,J-d). 
So applying Theorem 2.11 to this equation, we obtain (2.13.2). 
2.14. Now we consider the Weil representation of (X,(v). Let us fix a 
Witt decomposition of V = V, @ V- . Then VP can be regarded as the dual 
space of V, with respect to the form ( , ). If a E GL(V,), we define 
s(a) E CSp(V) as s(a) = (“0 ,%), where a ” is the contragradient of a. If 
u E CSp( v) fixes the elements of I/+ pointwise, then we can write 
u = u(b) = (; t ), where b is the transformation from V- to V, determined 
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by U. Let {u, ,..., u,) be an F,-basis of V, and {v; ,..., I&} be its dual basis of 
V so that (ui, vj) = 6i,j. Then we define w  E C&I(V) by w(vi) = u;, 
w(v:i, = -vi (i = 1 ,..., II). Let t(r) = ( i [“,) with < E IF,” and we write 
H= If(T)ltE F,x}. 
We know that the elements of the form s(a), u(b), w  and t(r) generate 
C@(V). Moreover Andrade [ 1, p. 163, Theorem l] gives a complete list of 
relations among these generators. 
Let X be the set of nontrivial characters of F,. The Weil representation p’ 
of CSp( V) is realized in the space I@ = G [ I/- X X] of complex functions on 
V- x X. Let us put n = dim V, = dim U. We give the action of CSp( V) by 
the following formulas. 
@-(W> ~XY, w> =x@%+ 4 J’@“-‘Y, wh (2.14.1) 
me)) my9 w> = w(t@YY Y>> F(YY WI, (2.14.2) 
@‘(w> F)(Y, v> = g(yl”*)-” 2 W, w) v/C+, w-‘Y)), (2.14.3) 
IEV- 
@‘(t(O) my, WI = F(YY w5-‘>, (2.14.4) 
where y E V-, w E X and for v E X, g(v) = CxEi, yl(x*). Since the 
formulas (2.14.1), (2.14.2) and (2.14.3) are given in [3, Theorem 2.41, we 
need only check the compatibility with the action of t(r), which is easily 
done using [ 1, p. 1631. We set xw = Tr P: 
2.15. THEOREM. Let g be an element of C@(V), then 
xdg)=O if f&z 1 (2.15.1) 
and when lj, = 1 we have 
xdg) = (4 - 1hf&) if dim Ker( g - 1) is even, 
=o if dim Ker( g - 1) is odd, 
(2.152) 
for any IJJ E X. Moreover, 
CSPCV) (V) 
P’= W,,,, P* . 
Proof. By the formulas given in 2.14, it is easy to see that x@(g) = 0, if 
<, # 1, and that 
From Theorem 2.11 we know that if dim Ker( g - 1) is even xw,,(g) does 
not depend on w  and if dim Ker(g - 1) is odd, Xw,@(g) = E~~,~C(~) with 
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C(g) E C ‘, which does not depend on w. But since CclrcX Ed,,@ = 0, we thus 
obtain (2.15.2). The assertion (2.15.3) is an immediate consequence of the 
formulas (2.14.1)-(2.14.4) and of the definition of induced representation (cf. 
19, p. 7, Proposition 191). 
2.16. COROLLARY. As a CSp(V)-module, @ is decomposed as follows: 
IT= c w(e), (2.16.1) 
BECar r4” 
where W(B)‘s are mutually nonisomorphic irreducible CSp(V)-modules and 
deg W(0) = q” + 1 if e(-l)x;(-l)” = 1, 
=qn-1 if e(-1)$(-l)” = -1. 
(2.16.2) 
Proof. The center Z of C@(V), Z = {< . 1,I {E F,” ), operates on the 
space C [ V- x X] as follows: 
JIYY WI - x,‘(r”) F(rY, w”-‘1. 
So considering the orbits of Z on V- XX, we can calculate the dimension of 
the proper subspace of Z which corresponds to the character 8 of IF:, Thus 
we obtain the decomposition (2.16.) of @ and (2.16.2). To prove the 
representations W(0) are irreducible and mutually nonisomorphic, it is 
sufficient to show that (v, I&. = q - 1, where G = CSp( V). In fact, if we 
apply Mackey decomposition theorem [9, p. 7, Proposition 221 and use 
(2.12) and (2.15.3), we have 
(fl, IT’), = (Ind W,, Ind I+‘,), = 2 (Wtir, W,),,,,, = 4 - 1. 
roF,x 
2.17. EXAMPLE. When n = 1, we obtain the following decomposition. 
where U = {x E lF,$ ] x4+ ’ = 1 }, x,,,~ (res. x,,) is the irreducible character of 
GL2(lFq) such that degx 
are used in [ 1, p. 841. 
,,+ = q + 1 (resp. deg xA = q - 1). These notations 
2.18. COROLLARY. Let x0 be the character of the representation W(e) 
and g be an element of CSp( V). Then x@(g) = 0, if 2& 6!~ F,X 2. 
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If & = <i E IF: ’ and the conjugacy class of g is given by (1.18. l), we have 
&l(g)=0 if r(A+)=r(A-)- 1 (mod 2), 
= C+ if r(A’)=r(A-)- 1~0 (mod2), 
= c- if r(A+)- 1 -‘(A-)=0 (mod2), 
=c++c- if r(l+)=r(L-)=O (mod 2), 
where 
c, = e(&J &(W(U+))&+(-l)(“2)‘1-’ n x,‘(<Os,)‘A”’ 
a 
x n (-jy,(& sb)p q(“2)r(A ‘), 
4 
and 
cp = fq-4,) &(W(U-))Xgt(-l)(“2)‘A+’ nX4+(-&)‘*~’ 
a 
x y (-~,(-&Jp’ q(1’2)r(A-), 
with w(u*) = ,Tfi [(-l)i-1h5], w h ere the signs f correspond respectively. 
Proof: From (2.16), it follows that 
Then applying Theorem 2.15, we obtain the required result. 
3. THE CHARACTERS OF WEIL REPRESENTATIONS OF 
%,(F,) X o:@,) *ND C%J,,(F,) X co&,(~q) 
3.1. Let V, be a 2n-dimensional IF,-vector space equipped with a 
nondegenerate symplectic bilinear form ( , ), , and V, an m’-dimensional IF,- 
vector space with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form ( , )z. If m’ is 
even, we write m’ = 2m. 
We put V= V, oli, c2 and we provide V with a nondegenerate symplectic 
form (, >, defined by (x1 0x2, Y, 0 y2>= (xl9 Y,), (x2, y2j2 (xl9 Y, E v, 
and x2, y2 E v2). 
Thus we have a natural injection of Sp(V,) X 0( V,) into Sp( v) and also 
CSp( VI) X CO( V,) into CSp( V). 
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In this section, we shall give the character formula of the Weil represen- 
tations Res w’,” (resp. Res @“), which is the restriction of w’,“’ (resp. 
@“‘) to the subgroup Sp(V,) x O(V,) (resp. CSp(V,) x CO(rl,)). We 
denote again by x~(~,),~ (resp. X@(U) the character of W,(V) (resp. FV”‘) and 
when the space V concerned is clear, we write xw,r (resp. ,Y*). 
3.2. Let g, E CSp(V,) and g, E CO(V,) and let us put r, = &, and 
rz = r,,. 
Then it is an immediate consequence of (2.15) that xG( g, @ gz) = 0, if 
t, t2 Z 1 and xdg, 0 gJ = CtiExxw,Jg, 0 g2) if 4 4 = 1. So we can deal 
at the same time with Sp(V,) x O(V,) and CSp( V,) x CO(V,). 
Again by virtue of (1.5) and (2.2.1), we may assume that Vi = Vi,oi(T) or 
Vi = Vi,mi(r) + Vi,6p(i(n (for i = 1, 2), with the notations in (1.5). 
As it is seen in (2.3), we can handle rather easily the case where g, and 
g; ’ have no eigenvalues in common, so hereafter we shall concentrate on 
the case where g, and g; ’ have common eigenvalues. We write 
r=r, =<;? 
3.3 We introduce the following notation. Let ~(7’) = Cf=0 a,T’ be a 
manic polynomial with a, # 0. Then we define o*(T) = CyEO a;‘a,-i r’. 
It is easy to see that if (o(T) is one of the three types classified in (1.5), 
then o*(T) is the same type with the multiplier r-‘. 
3.4. DEFINITION. Let L, M be two positive integers and A a partition of 
L, ,u a partition of M. Then we define the product 13, . ,u ) of A and ,u as 
follows: 
1 k ~11 = $J 5 ni@) nj@) min{i, j}. 
i=l j=l 
3.5. Now we consider the case where rp,(7’) = T - <,-, and 
vo,(T) = T - to ’ = d(T). 
Let U, be an element of CSp(V,) such that &,, = r = ?$ E fft’ and that 
u1 - &, is nilpotent with corresponding partition 1. We assume that the 
nondegenerate bilinear forms (/z:))~ are associated to u, (but not to the 
conjugacy class of ui in CSp(V,)!) by the method in Section 1, so that hi:’ 
are symmetric forms, h$:‘, are symplectic forms and nk(A) = rank hr’. In 
the same way, to an element u2 E CO( VJ such that &,, = r- ’ and uz - to1 
nilpotent with corresponding partition ,u, we associate the nondegenerate 
bilinear forms (hj”), so that hi;‘, are symmetric forms, h$’ are symplectic 
forms and n,@) = rank hj*‘. 
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3.6. MAIN LEMMA. With the same notations as in (2.8) and (3.5), we 
have 
Au,@%,V)=lA.pI, (3.6.1) 
w(u, 0 u2, V)= 1 [(-l)i-’ h$;‘][(-ly’-’ hi;‘,]. 
i>j 
(3.6.2) 
Proof: Let A, = A,(u,) E F,[T]/((T- &Jm’) and A, = A,(u,) z 
~4[T]/((T- ~,‘>“Y. Th en we may assume that Vi are free Ai-modules. For 
i = 1, 2, let {ef) ,..., elj)] be an Ai-basis of Vi, and so {N,jey’ ] j= 
0, l,..., mi- l,k= l,..., ri} is an F,-basis of vi, where N, = 
(4 -rob + W’ and N, = (N, - <;‘)(u, + &I)-’ (cf. (1.7)). N, (resp. 
N,) is a nilpotent element which belongs to the Lie algebra of Sp( V,) (resp. 
O(V,)) so that 
(Nixl.Y)i + (xT Ni Y)i = O (x, yE Vi) fori= 1,2. 
Now to show (3.5.1), we remark that 
Ker(u, @ u2 - 1) = Ker(N, @ 1 + 1 @ N2). (3.6.3) 
Indeed, as u1 @u, + 1 is non-singular, if we Put N= 
(u, 0 u2 - l)(u, 0 u, + l))‘, then it is clear that Ker(u, @ u, - 1) = Ker N 
and we have 
= (N, 0 1 + 1 0 N2)(l + N, 0 NJ’ 
= 2 (-1)‘(N’,+‘@N2’+N,‘@N~+‘), (3.6.4) 
i=O 
which clearly implies (3.6.3). 
We put E,=Aie’,” (i = 1, 2) and for simplicity we write e, = ei” and 
e2 = e\“. Then an F,-basis of E, OFqEz is given by {N,‘e, @ 
Nie,]i=O,,l,..., m,-l,j=O,l,..., m2-l}. If ~=C,,j~ijN,‘e,@N,‘e, 
(q,, E F,), then (N, @ 1 + 1 0 N,) x = 0 if and only if 
Vi-I.0 = 'lO,j-I - -0 
and 
Vi-1.j + Vi-j-1 = Oy 
for i = l,..., m,-1 and j=l,..., m,-1. 
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If we assume that m, > m2, this is equivalent to 
and 
fori+ j<m,-2 
Vml-I-i.i+j= (-l)i?m~-l,j forO< jcm, and O<i<m,- 1 -j, 
which implies that dim Ker((u, @ uz - l)]E,C!1E2) = m, = min{m,, mz}. The 
general case is easily deduced from this. 
Now we prove (3.6.2). We only deal with the case where m, = 0 (mod 2) 
and m2 s 1 (mod 2); the other case can be treated in the same way, using the 
F,-base of V explained in 111, 2.18 and 2.191 and we can prove that 
w(u, @ u,, V) = 0 in the case where m, f 0 (mod 2) or m2 f 1 (mod 2). 
Under the assumption that m, = 0 (mod 2) and m, = 1 (mod 2), we may 
further assume that an A,-basis {el”,..., e(,:)} of Vi satisfies the following 
condition: let Pi be the associated form to ui defined by (1.8.1), then 
-- 
for i = 1, 2, j, k = l,..., li (here we keep the notations as in (1.10)). Then we 
put, as above, Ei = A ie’ii) and write, for simplicity, e, = e:“, e2 = e(1”, 
c, = ~(1’) and c, = cl”‘. 
First we calculate w(u, @ u2, E, BE,) under the condition that m, > m,. 
Then the proof of (3.6.1) shows that for an F,-basis of 
E,@E,/Ker(u,@u,- l),wecantake {~ij[O<i<mm,-2,0< j<m,- 1}, 
where we denote by Fij the canonical image of Y, = N,‘e, @ N:e,. 
Using (Yr,,, Y,,,) = (Nl’el y N,‘e,), (NZSe2, N2“e2j2 = C-l)‘+” h+,,,,-, 
6 S+u,,,- ,c, c2 and (3.6.4), we have 
(yr,s, ~t,uhuz = (NY,,,, Yt,,) 




=o otherwise. (3.6.5) 
On the set Z = {(r, s ] r = 0, l,..., m, - 2, s = 0, l,..., m, - I}, we introduce the 
following linear order. Let (r, s), (t, u) E Z, then (r, s) > (t, u) if and only if 
r+s>t+u,orr+s=t+uands>u. 
- _ Furthermore for (r, s) E Z, we define (T, s) E Z by r + J= m, - 2 and 
s + J= m, - 1. Then using (3.6.5), it is easy to verify the following 
assertion: 
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(3.6.6) If (t, U) > (f, S), then 
And 
Therefore using this order on Z and the base (FV)rE,, we know that the 
symmetric matrix ((y*,, yzZ’)U,OUZ)r,r,EI is of the form * * t -1 . * * 0 
and the rank of this matrix is (m, - 1) m2 = 1 (mod 2); consequently 
w(z4, @ u*, E, @ E2) = [(-l)m”2-‘+(m2--1)‘2c,c2]. 
From this it is easy to see that 
w(u, 0 u2, V) = [(-l)ml’2-’ Zzm,][(-l)‘“‘~““h,,]. 
If m, < m2, we can proceed exactly as above, exchanging the roles of m, and 
m,. But in this case the rank of the symmetric matrix which can be written 
in the form * * t 9 . * * 0 
is m,(m, - 1) = 0 (mod 2), so that we obtain 
w(U~O&, V)=O if m,c m,. 
The general case is easily deduced from these assertions. 
Thus we have proved Lemma 3.6. 
To go further, we prepare a general lemma. 
3.7. Let kc K be a finite Galois extension with Galois group 
Z= Gal(K/k) and V a finite dimensional K-vector space endowed with a 
nondegenerate K-bilinear form ( , )‘. For u E Z, we denote by V, the K- 
vector space with the same underlying space as V, but the scalar 
multiplication of which is given by < . v = o(r) o for C E K and v E V. Then, 
if we put (v, w)b = (I- ‘(u, w}’ (u, w  E V,), it is easily verified that ( , )b is a 
nondegenerate K-bilinear form on V,. 
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LEMMA. Let kc K be a finite Galois extension with Galois group 
r= Gal(K/k) and Vi (i = 1,2) finite dimensional K-vector spaces endowed 
with nondegenerate K-bilinear forms ( , )i. We put Tr,,,( , ){ = ( , )i. Then 
regarding V, and V, as k-vector spaces, V = V, Ok V, is naturally furnished 
with a nondegenerate k-bilinear form ( , ) = ( , ), ok ( , )* and we have the 
following isomorphism: 
tK ( 3 )I = @ V’, OK Vz,,, Tr,,, (( 3 ); OK ( 3 X,,)), (3.7.1) 
OEl- 
where both sides are considered to be k-vector spaces with nondegenerate k- 
bilinear forms. 
Proof: We define f: V-+ Boer (V, OK Vz,J, by f (VI Ok vJ = 
c oer VI ox.0 02, where v, E V,, vt E V, and v, @K,o v2 E V, 0, Vz,,. Then 
it is easily verified that f is a well-defined k-isomorphism which preserves k- 
bilinear forms (cf. [2, p. 8, Proposition 8; 16, Chap. 7, Theorem 6.11). 
3.8. LEMMA. Let g, (resp. gz) be an element of CSp(V,) (resp. CO(V,) 
such that r= &, = <,;’ & IF:’ and that the conjugacy class of g, (resp. g2) is 
given by [(T’ - <)‘“; (hli)] (resp. [(T’ - <-I)“; (hzj-l)])* Then 
dimKer@,(g,@g,-1)=2]II.p/. (3.8.1) 
Moreover zf we put E=(YEV](g,@g,-l)‘Y=O for large i} then 
E = V, @-,, V,, here g, - r is nilpotent on V, and g, - 5-l is nilpotent on 
V2(s2 = 0, and we have 




x’wy,‘,(g@ &>=4w(glO g2mP’. (3.8.3) 
Proof We consider Vi as an Fq2-vector space identifying lFqz with the 
subalgebra of A i = A( gi) generated by gi,s, the sem&imple part of gi 
(i = 1,2). Since gi,, = r l,, and g:,, = c-’ . lV1, we may assume that the 
image of gI,, (resp. g2,,) in lFqz is r (resp. r-l), here r2 = <. 
Then it is clear that under the isomorphism (3.7.1), the (T- 1)-primary 
subspace of V, OIFq V, for g, 0 g, is V, OF42 V,,, and the (T+ 1)-primary 
subspace is V, OFg2 V,,, (a E Gal(F,$F,), o # 1). Therefore using (3.6.1) we 
have dim Fg2 Ker(g, 0 g, - 1) = ] 1 . p ], hence (3.8.1) is deduced. 
To prove (3.8.2), we notice that there exists a unique nondegenerate ei- 
symmetric lFq2 = A( g,,)-bilinear form ( , )f on Vi x Vi (here e1 = -1, e2 = 1), 
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such that ( , )i = TrR42,F4( , ): and gi is also a similitude with respect to this 
form ( , ); (cf. (1.8)). 
Then (3.8.2) follows from (3.6.2) and (3.7.2), if we note -1 E /F3* and the 
following fact which is easily proved. 
(3.8.4) Let V’ b a IFqI-vector space equipped with an F,,-symplectic form 
( , )’ and V be the ff ,-vector space with the underlying space V’. We endow V 
with the symplectic form ( , ) = Tr( , )‘. Let u be a unipotent element of 
Sp( V’), hence canonically contained in Sp( V). Then 
w(u, V) = Tr IF& Fq w(u, V’), 
here w(u, V’) E %+‘“(Fql). 
Then (3.8.3) is an immediate consequence of above results (3.8.1), (3.8.2) 
and [3, Theorem 4.9.la], if we note that dimFg(V, @c,2 V,), = 2 1 I 1 1 ,B ] and 
111~0 (mod 2). 
In the same way using (3.6) and (3.7), we can prove the following 
lemmas, corresponding to Cases 2 and 3, respectively, whose proofs are 
omitted. 
3.9. LEMMA. Let g, (resp. gz) be an element of CSp(V,) (resp. CO(V,)) 
whose conjugacy class is given by [p(T)‘] (resp. [q*(T)“]), where 
@l(T) = (p(T), with r = &, = &‘. Then 
xw,Jg, 0 g*) =x,’ W “@ld (-qdP L’9 
where d = ideg q(T). 
3.10. LEMMA. Let g, (resp. g2) be an element of CSp( V,) (resp. 
CO(V,)) whose conjugacy class is given by [(q(T) q-“(T))*] (resp. 
[(p*(T) rp*t-‘(T))“]), with c = &, = CL’. Then 
Xw,&, 0 g*> =x,‘(w”“‘d qd’Y 
where d = deg (p(T). 
Summarizing we have now the following theorem: 
3.11. THEOREM. (0) Let g, (resp. gz) be an element of CSp(V,) (resp. 
CO( V,)). Then if&, rR2 # 1, we have 
X&l 0 g2) = 0. 
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If &, . &= 1, we have 
x&g, 0 g*> = c Xw,r(& 0 &)9 *irex 
(but note that xw,* is not a class function on CSp(V,) X CO(V,)). 
(i) Let < = &, = {;’ = $ E F,” *, and let the conjugacy class of g, 
(resp. g2) be given by (1.18.1) (resp. 1.18.3). We denote by u: (resp. u;) the 
restriction of g, to the primary subspace V,,(T-t[O, (resp. V,,(r+lo,) and 
similarly we denote by u: (resp. u;) the restriction of g, to the primary 
subspace V2,(T-IOI, (resp. V,,,,,,,,,). Then 
xw.,(g, 0 82) 
=&oE+,r”-.*q 
(l/2)(11+ u+l+lA-.u-l) x n ql$ un*l n (-qo)l~5 WI, 
a 4 
where 
x rI ((-XcJ~o%N I&llu+l (-x,(-~oS~))lAnlIu-I), 
4 
E *.aJJ = E(w(U: 0 4)) if IA* ,p*j=O (mod.2), 
= E(w(U: 0 u:)) &I,,$ if II* .,u*l- 1 (mod.2), 
here the signs k correspond respectively, and we set q:(T) = q,*(T), 
4, = 4 det?rp&), qo = qU/2)de~moU-) and denote by s, (resp. sn) a root of q,,(T) 
(rev. vdT)). 
In particular, tf g, E CO’(V,), we have e. = 1. 
Furthermore, putting r= 1, we have the character formula for 
SP(V,) x W*)- 
(ii) If<= <,, = &’ 6Z Et2 and the conjugacy class of g, (resp. g2) is 
given by (1.18.2) (resp. (1.18.4)), then we have 
xw,Jg, 0 g*) = &o&,q’A.M’ n qaa-U**l n (-q/JIAB Lld.1, 
a 4 
where e. = (-l)m” (-l)luul(Z51no’)~q+(-l)n’P’ and E, = E(W) with w = 
Ci>j [TrRq*/ Rq(h2i OF,* h2j-111. 
In particular if g, E CO”( V,), we have E, = (- 1)“‘“. 
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